If you love Laura Marlin
mysteries, try . . .
THE SECRET SEVEN
ENID BLYTON
Hodder
The first in Enid Blyton’s classic
adventure series. The crime–busting
gang must solve the mystery of who
is being held captive in a spooky old
house . . . and why!

SECRET SEVEN ADVENTURE

ADVENTURE ISLAND: THE
MYSTERY OF THE MIDNIGHT
GHOST
HELEN MOSS
Hodder
An action movie is being filmed
in Castle Key–until the glamorous
female star vanishes! Could it have
anything to do with the legendary
ghost that haunts the manor house?

ENID BLYTON
Hodder
Second in Enid Blyton’s classic
adventure series. The gang must
use all their ingenuity to catch the
thief of a priceless pearl necklace.

MAGIC TREE HOUSE: SECRET OF
THE PYRAMID

THE MYSTERY OF WICKWORTH
MANOR

THE CURSE OF THE BOGLE’S
BEARD

ELEN CALDECOTT
Bloomsbury
A stately home. A 200–year–old
letter. A hidden portrait of a young
black servant. What secret is this
old house hiding?

SIOBHAN ROWDEN
Scholastic
With her vast pickling empire and
vinegary stench, Barnaby’s granny
hides some strange secrets. But is
she behind his father’s mysterious
disappearance–or are some wicked
bog–monsters to blame?

MARY POPE OSBORNE
Random House Children’s Books
Whisked off to Ancient Egypt,
Jack and Annie are taught to read
hieroglyphics by the ghostly Queen
of the Nile. But can they escape the
creepy pyramid full of mummies?

TIGER THIEF

THE IMAGINARY VETERINARY:
THE BIGFOOT ESCAPE

MICHAELA CLARKE
Nosy Crow
White circus tiger Emira leaps
through the ring of fire in the City
of Jewels. And then she vanishes.
Sharat must learn who has stolen
her–and why.

SUZANNE SELFORS
Little Brown
Ben doesn’t fancy a summer in
boring Buttonville, but when his
grandad’s cat brings home what
looks like a baby dragon, things
start to look interesting…

ADVENTURE ISLAND: THE
MYSTERY OF THE WHISTLING
CAVES
HELEN MOSS
Hodder
When the famous whistling caves
fall silent and treasure goes missing
from a clifftop castle, three kids and
one dog must solve the mystery!

DEAD MAN’S COVE (A LAURA
MARLIN MYSTERY)
LAUREN ST JOHN
Orion
When Laura goes to live with her
uncle in Cornwall, she dreams of
a new life of adventure. Then she
finds a message in a bottle, and
begins a detective mission that will
test her courage to the max.
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